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The total binding energy of compact stars is the sum of the gravitational binding energy (BE)g
and the nuclear binding energy (BE)n, the last being related to the microphysics of the interactions.
While the first is positive (binding) both for hadronic stars and for strange quark stars, the second
is large and negative for hadronic stars (anti-binding) and either small and negative (anti-binding)
or positive (binding) for strange quark stars. A hadronic star can convert into a strange quark star
with a larger radius because the consequent reduction of (BE)g is over-compensated by the large
increase in (BE)n. Thus, the total binding energy increases due to the conversion and the process
is exothermic. Depending on the equations of state of hadronic matter and quark matter and on the
baryonic mass of the star, the contrary is obviously also possible, namely the conversion of hadronic
stars into strange quark stars having smaller radii, a situation more often discussed in the literature.
We provide a condition that is sufficient and in most of the phenomenologically relevant cases also
necessary in order to form strange quark stars with larger radii while satisfying the exothermicity
request. Finally, we compare the two schemes in which quark stars are produced (one having large
quark stars and the other having small quark stars) among themselves and with the third-family
scenario and we discuss how present and future data can discriminate among them.
I. INTRODUCTION
After the discovery of compact stars having a mass of
at least about 2M⊙ [1, 2] one problem has emerged: how
to reconcile the request of an Equation of State (EoS) stiff
enough to support those massive stellar objects with the
possible indication, coming from the analysis of a variety
of x-ray emissions [3, 4] of small radii for at least some
of those objects? If confirmed, the existence of compact
stars having a mass of about (1.4 − 1.5)M⊙ and radii
smaller than about 11.5 km would imply that the EoS
is very soft in a certain range of densities and very stiff
in another, signalling the appearance of a strong phase
transition in the core of at least the more massive com-
pact stars. In fact, it has been shown that in the absence
of such a transition the radius of a 1.4M⊙ star cannot
be much smaller than about 12 km if all the information
coming from nuclear physics and from astrophysics are
taken into account [5].
One possible solution of this problem is to assume that
the quark deconfinement phase transition produces a hy-
brid star and that the transition is strong enough that a
”third-family” of objects is generated [51]. It has been
shown though that in that scenario, in order to obtain
radii smaller than about 11.5 km the speed of sound of
quark matter has to be close to the speed of light [6], a
requests that certainly is not easy to satisfy with micro-
scopically motivated quark EoSs.
In Ref. [7] a different solution has been proposed, based
on the idea of the coexistence of two families of stars:
hadronic stars (HSs) and strange quark stars (QSs). Mas-
sive stars (with massM & 1.6M⊙) are interpreted as QSs
and can reach large radii, up to about 13km depending on
the adopted model for the quark matter EoS, while less
massive compact stars are interpreted as HSs i.e. as stars
composed of nucleons, hyperons and delta resonances and
they can have small radii, typically R1.4 . 11km for the
1.4M⊙ configuration. During the last years we have de-
veloped in great detail that scenario and in Refs.[8–18]
one can find discussions of its rich phenomenology, in-
cluding its impact on the merger of two compact stars.
Presently, this scenario remains a viable possibility and
actually some recent findings seem to support it: for in-
stance in Ref.[19], by considering the light curves of a
sample of X-ray afterglows associated with short gamma-
ray bursts, it has been found that the objects formed
immediately after the merger are not well described by
a hadronic equation of state, although at 1σ level only.
That analysis seems therefore to indicate that during the
merger, quark deconfinement takes place and that the
outcome of the merger is either a Black Hole or a QS, as
suggested by the two-families scenario [10, 14, 17].
The idea of coexistence of two families of compact
stars dates back to Refs.[20–22] where the conversion of
a HS into a QS was proposed as the source of some long
gamma-ray bursts lacking a clear supernova counterpart.
The link between this conversion process and the inner
engine of gamma-ray-bursts had already been proposed
in [23]. In those papers, for what concerns the structure
of compact stars, it was generally assumed that at a fixed
value of the baryonic massMb QSs have a smaller radius
with respect to their progenitor HSs, i.e. the burning of
hadronic matter into quark matter is accompanied by a
fast contraction of the radius of the star. Notice though
that already in Ref.[24] a counterexample was found in
which hybrid stars (with unpaired quarks) can have a
smaller radius and a larger gravitational mass with re-
spect to a pure color superconducting QS with the same
Mb. Thus the formation of a color superconducting con-
densate can lead to the conversion of the initial hybrid
star configuration into a pure QS configuration with a
larger radius [52]. This means that an exothermic pro-
2cess, such as the conversion of a HS into a QS, is not
necessarily accompanied by a ”compactification” of the
star, although this possibility was not discussed in an
explicit and detailed way in the literature.
After the discovery of very massive compact stars
(M & 2M⊙ ), the scenario of coexistence of HSs and
QSs has therefore been reformulated in Ref. [7] with the
use of quark matter EoSs that are stiff enough to ful-
fil the constraint on the maximum mass and with the
use of hadronic matter EoSs which are soft enough to
justify small values for R1.4. Therefore, at least in prin-
ciple, the combination of stiff quark matter EoSs and of
soft hadronic matter EoSs can produce QSs, originated
by the conversion of a HS, which are larger than their
progenitor. Let us remind that the criterion for having
an exothermic process is that at fixed Mb, M
Q
g < M
H
g ,
i.e. the QS is lighter than the HS; the radii of the two
configurations do not play any explicit role. This fact
is somehow counter-intuitive: one would naively expect
a larger configuration to be less bound by gravity and
therefore not energetically convenient. This is true for
stars having a crust, i.e. HSs and hybrid stars. On the
other hand, QSs are self-bound objects implying that the
binding energy associated with the microphysics of the
interaction could be quite relevant in determining if the
conversion process to quark matter, in the presence of
gravity, is exothermic or endothermic.
In this work we will present a clear argument show-
ing that the conversion of a HS into a QS can lead to
an increase of the radius while being, at the same time,
energetically convenient.
II. BINDING ENERGIES OF COMPACT STARS
AND EXOTHERMIC PROCESSES
A. Decomposition of the binding energy
The binding energy of a star BE is the difference
between the baryonic mass and the gravitational mass:
BE = Mb −Mg (a positive binding energy corresponds
therefore to bound systems). Let us start by consider-
ing a transition between two stars having a crust, for
instance a first star composed of hadrons and a second
one containing quarks only in its central region, i.e. a hy-
brid star. When considering the conversion of a HS into
a hybrid star, the energy released E is the difference be-
tween the binding energy of the final configuration and
that of the progenitor: E = BEhyb − BEH (at fixed
Mb). If E > 0 the process is exothermic. For relativis-
tic stars with a crust (not self-bound stars), one can find
in Ref.[25] a simple universal relation between BE and
the compactness c = M/R, that has been tested for a
wide collection of EoSs: BE/Mg = 0.6
c
(1−c/2) , see also
the more recent and accurate relations in Ref.[26]. Let
us consider the leading order in c: BE = 0.6M2g /R. For
a fixed MHg and R
H (mass and radius of the HS), Mb =
MHg +0.6(M
H
g )
2/RH =Mhybg +0.6(M
hyb
g )
2/Rhyb. By im-
posing the condition of exothermicity, MHg −M
hyb
g > 0,
one easily obtains the necessary condition Rhyb < RH .
Thus one can conclude that an exothermic process is nec-
essarily accompanied by a reduction of the radius, i.e. the
newly formed hybrid star has a radius smaller than the
one of its hadronic progenitor. This is the result obtained
in all the calculations in which a transition between two
compact stars having a crust is considered and it is pre-
sumably at the origin of the idea that an exothermic pro-
cess taking place inside a compact star always produces
a more compact object.
However, this argument in not valid in general. First,
the above mentioned universal relation between BE and
c does not apply to QSs, as found recently in [27]. A uni-
versal relation can however be established when consid-
ering that the binding energy of a relativistic star is the
sum of two contributions: a gravitational binding energy
(BE)g and a nuclear binding energy (BE)n which are in-
terpreted as the binding energy obtained when switching
off the nuclear and the gravitational interactions, respec-
tively. To define these quantities one needs to introduce
the so-called proper mass Mp:
Mp =
∫ R
0
dr 4πr2
e(r)√
1− 2Mg(r)/r
(1)
where e(r) is the energy density profile. As done in
Ref.[23], it is possible to split BE in the following way:
BE = Mb −Mg = (Mb −Mp) + (Mp −Mg) ≡ (BE)n +
(BE)g with the two terms representing the nuclear bind-
ing energy and the gravitational binding energy, respec-
tively. The crucial point is that while (BE)g is positive
(therefore binding) for both HSs and QSs, (BE)n is al-
ways negative for HSs (anti-binding) while it can have
both signs for QSs (binding or anti-binding), as shown
in tables I-II of Ref. [27] [53]. This is why QSs are self-
bound: even without gravity they can be bound. It is re-
markable that when looking for a universal relation which
holds true also for QSs, one has to correlate only (BE)g
to c and not the total binding energy BE, see Ref. [27]
also for other interesting universal relations.
The implications of the previous discussion on the con-
version of HSs into QSs follow immediately: in general,
this process can lead either to smaller objects (having
a larger value of (BE)g) or to larger objects (having
a smaller value of (BE)g) as long as the sum of the
two binding energies (BE)Qg + (BE)
Q
n is larger the the
corresponding quantity for the progenitor HS. The ra-
dius by itself does not play any fundamental role for the
exothermicity of the process. For the typical quark mat-
ter EoSs adopted for modelling QSs, the effect of a reduc-
tion of the gravitational binding energy (associated with
the increase of the radius) does not hinder the conver-
sion, namely the process is still exothermic. This point
was already noted in Ref. [23] where, in some cases, it
has been found that the ”negative gravitational conver-
sion energy” was overcome by the nuclear binding energy,
3thus still allowing for an exothermic conversion process.
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FIG. 1: Binding energies of QSs and HSs. In the upper panel
QS1 is compared to SFHo-HD and in the lower panel QS2
is compared with SFHo-HD. QSs are always energetically fa-
vored with respect to HSs due to the dominance of (BE)n in
the total binding energy.
Let us discuss some numerical examples. In the follow-
ing for the hadronic matter we will consider the SFHo-
HD EoS of Refs. [15, 17, 28] whose stellar configurations
contain hyperons and deltas and we will also consider the
SFHo EoS [29] for which only nucleons are present. For
QSs EoS we use the simplest possibility i.e. a constant
speed of sound EoS characterised by the parameters cs,
e0 and n0 which correspond to the speed of sound (here
set to
√
1/3), the energy density and the baryon density
at vanishing pressure, respectively [16]. We call QS1 the
set with e0/n0 = 860 MeV and n0 = 0.27fm
−3 and QS2
the set with e0/n0 = 930 MeV and n0 = 0.25fm
−3. Both
equations of state allow to reach the 2M⊙ limit but the
first one corresponds to the case of a large nuclear bind-
ing whereas the second one to a small nuclear binding
(actually it corresponds to the minimum binding needed
in order to still have absolutely stable quark matter). Let
us discuss first the behaviour ofBE and of its two compo-
nents (BE)n and (BE)g as functions of Mb. We display
the results in Fig.1 for QS1 and QS2, compared with
those for SFHo-HD. First: the solid black line (BEQ) in
both panels lies above the solid blue line (BEH). The
process of conversion is in all cases exothermic no mat-
ter whether the QS has a larger or a smaller radius with
respect to its progenitor (see the orange vertical lines sep-
arating these two possibilities). Second: (BE)g (dashed
lines) is in all cases positive (binding) and the (BE)g
of HSs is larger than the one of QSs at the same Mb.
Clearly, if only the gravitational binding would be in-
volved in the conversion, the process could not take place
because it would be endothermic (even for QSs with small
radii). Notice also that for this choice of the hadronic
EoS, SFHo-HD, we obtain very compact hadronic con-
figurations i.e. stars with a large value of (BE)g. The
role played by (BE)n is crucial. Indeed, (BE)
H
n is large
and negative (anti-binding) whereas (BE)Qn is either pos-
itive (thus increasing the binding) for QS1 or negative
but very small for QS2 (at least within the range of val-
ues of Mb populated by HSs, which is the relevant one
when discussing the conversion). The energy balance of
the conversion process is thus dominated by the strong
interaction and not by gravity, as noticed also in [23].
B. Conditions for obtaining larger radii: a
graphical interpretation
To study the main issue of this paper, i.e. why the
radius of a QS can be larger than the one of the HS having
the same baryon mass with a process of conversion that
still is exothermic, it is useful to display on the same
diagram both the Mg −R and the Mb −R relations. In
Fig.2 we show as an example the case of QS1 and SFHo-
HD. The two Mb − R relations intersect at the point C:
the HS for whichMb =MC would convert into a QS with
exactly the same radius (assuming, as it happens in this
case, that the process is energetically convenient).
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FIG. 2: Geometrical construction for determining the conver-
sion of a HS into a QS. Solid (black and blue) and dashed
(black and blue) lines refer to theMg−R relations and to the
Mb − R relations for QSs and HSs, respectively. The inter-
section point C between the two Mb − R relations allows to
determine if the conversion will lead to a smaller or a larger
star. For values of Mb below C (solid orange and red lines)
the final configuration is smaller. Conversely, for values of
Mb above C the final configuration is larger. Finally, for Mb
sitting exactly on C the two stars have the same radius. No-
tice that the process is in all three cases exothermic since
M
Q
g < M
H
g and that RD > RC which is a sufficient condi-
tion for obtaining the conversion of HSs to larger QSs. The
equations of state used for this plot are QS1 and SFHo-HD.
4If one considers values of Mb smaller than MC than
the conversion leads to a QS smaller than the progen-
itor (the case usually considered in the literature). If
instead Mb is larger than MC , the final QS configuration
is larger than its progenitor: these two possible transi-
tions are displayed in Fig. 2 and they are indicated by
the red solid and dashed arrows, respectively. Notice that
in this example in both the discussed cases the process
is exothermic because MQg < M
H
g , for two stars having
a same Mb and for values of Mb up to the end point of
the stability curve of the hadronic configuration. There
can be situations in which the conversion is exothermic
only up to a maximum value of the baryonic mass, as
discussed in the following.
In the above discussion we have indicated how to de-
termine if the QS configuration has a larger or a smaller
radius of the hadronic configuration with the same bary-
onic mass. We have though not yet discussed if there
is a simple criterion allowing to determine if conversion
process is exothermic, in particular for the case in which
the QS would have a radius larger than that of the HS.
A sufficient condition can easily be established. Let us
call D the point of intersection of the Mg − R curves
of the HSs and of the QSs. We will now prove that
RD > RC is a sufficient condition for having a range
of baryonic masses for which an exothermic process pro-
duces QSs with radii larger than the corresponding HSs.
Indeed if RD > RC then M
H
g (RC) = M
Q
g (RC) + ∆M
where ∆M > 0. This last relation can equivalently be ex-
pressed asMHg (Mb(RC)) =M
Q
g (Mb(RC))+∆M . There-
fore it exists a value ǫ such that MHg (Mb(RC) + ǫ) >
MQg (Mb(RC) + ǫ). For values of Mb in the interval
[Mb(RC),Mb(RC)+ǫ] one finds that R
H(Mb) < R
Q(Mb)
and MHg (Mb) > M
Q
g (Mb). Thus the conversion is
exothermic even if the radius of the QS is larger. On
the other hand if RC < RD for a similar argument and
at least close to Mb(RC), the conversion to a QS with a
larger radius is forbidden because it would be an exother-
mic process. Only for configurations with significantly
larger baryonic mass, Mb >> Mb(RC), the conversion
could in principle take place, depending on the details
of the adopted EoSs, but we are not aware of a concrete
example of such a situation. Also, from a phenomenolog-
ical point of view, those cases (large-radius QSs produced
from HSs having a mass close to 2M⊙) are less relevant,
because there is at the moment no suggestion from ob-
servations supporting such a scenario.
In conclusion, we found two conditions for having an
exothermic transition from a HS to a QS with a larger
radius: a necessary condition is that Mb > MC (in this
way the radius is larger) and a sufficient condition is that
RC < RD (in this way the process is exothermic, at least
for masses not much larger than Mc).
C. Role of the EoSs: explicit examples
Let us discuss now the dependence of our results on the
choice of the hadronic and quark EoS. In Fig.3 we present
the four combinations of the EoSs discussed above. We
remark that for both hadronic EoSs, the final QS con-
figuration is in principle smaller or larger than its pro-
genitor depending whether Mb is below or above MC .
Of course, if Mb > MC for the transition to be exother-
mic it must also be RD > RC , instead the transition is
not exothermic at least for Mb close to MC , as discussed
above. From the point of view of the phenomenology,
the numerical value of MC plays an important role. For
the SFHo-HD case, MC ∼ 1.6M⊙ (at least for the two
examples of quark EoSs here considered) and the corre-
sponding gravitational mass of the HS is ∼ 1.4M⊙ thus
a value sitting at the center of the range of masses for
compact stars. For this choice of a hadronic equation of
state, the possibility of generating QSs with large radii
through the burning of more compact HSs is therefore
plausible and phenomenologically relevant. Conversely,
in the case of SFHo EoS, MC ∼ 2.2M⊙ and the gravita-
tional mass of the corresponding HS is ∼ (1.9− 2.0)M⊙,
very close to the maximum mass configuration. In that
case, the conversion process would lead in most of the
cases to a QS having a small radius. The two cases here
discussed are presented in the upper (SFHo) and in the
lower (SFHo-HD) panel of Fig.3. The first case is the one
realised in the two-families scenario in which HSs are very
compact and light because of the formation of hyperons
and deltas and QSs are massive and with a larger radius.
The second case in which HSs are larger than QSs is also
possible (with the proper choice of equation of state, see
e.g. [30] for a recent example) but its phenomenology is
completely different as we comment in the Conclusions.
D. Conditions for the nucleation of a first droplet
of quark matter
In this paper we have discussed only the macroscopic
conditions on energy, i.e. the reduction of the total en-
ergy budget, which is necessary to satisfy in order to
have an exothermic conversion process of hadronic mat-
ter into a quark matter. We have not addressed the trig-
ger for the phase conversion. In the most simple picture,
it occurs via nucleation of a seed of strange quark mat-
ter into hadronic matter with a significantly large frac-
tion of hyperons. A possible way to quantitatively define
a threshold is to request that the average distance of
strange quarks inside the confined phase is of the order
of, or smaller, than the average distance of nucleons in
nuclear matter [17]. The reason is that strange quarks
should be close enough to be able to mutually interact
in order to help the nucleation of a first drop of decon-
fined quark matter. Note that this threshold density for
deconfinement is significantly larger than the threshold
density for the formation of hyperons and, from this view-
5point, this condition agrees with the analysis of e.g. Refs.
[21, 31], indicating that the first droplet of quark mat-
ter is nucleated at densities larger than the threshold
density of hyperon formation. When a sufficiently large
strangeness fraction is present at the center of the HS,
for the nucleation process to start it is necessary that
the chemical potential of the new phase is smaller than
the chemical potential of the old phase, at a same fixed
pressure. This condition is not always realised and actu-
ally, as discussed in Ref.[16], it requires EoSs of strange
quark matter which are strongly bound, namely the ratio
e0/n0 must be smaller than about 900 MeV (see also the
discussion in Ref.[30] for the EoS SS2). Of the two cases
here presented, QS2 does not fulfill all the requirements
because it is not strongly bound. QS1, having a large
nuclear binding, is instead a possible consistent choice
for the quark matter EoS. Similarly, for what concerns
the hadronic matter EoS, SFHo cannot be considered as a
consistent EoS for strange quark matter nucleation, since
in SFHo hyperons are not included. There is of course no
problem in using SFHo as the hadronic EoS if nucleation
of non-strange quark matter is instead considered.
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FIG. 3: Mg−R andMb−R relations for the four combinations
of equations of state are indicated with solid lines and dashed
lines respectively. Black lines refer to QSs and blue lines refer
to HSs. In the upper panel the conversion leads to QSs with
radii smaller than their progenitor, in the lower panel, the
use of a rather soft hadronic equation of state (which includes
hyperons and deltas) leads to QSs which are larger than their
progenitors. Upper left panel: RC = 11.33 km, RD = 11.33
km. Upper right panel: RC = 11.35 km, RD = 11.32 km.
Lower left panel: RC = 10.73 km, RD = 10.86 km. Lower
right panel: RC = 10.82 km, RD = 10.85 km.
QS hybrid star
drop two-families hybrid stars
nucleation – smaller QSs [30] by nucleation [20, 21]
– larger QSs [7]
collapse not explored third family [34, 35]
TABLE I: The different scenarios for the formation of hybrid
stars and QSs.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed under which conditions the forma-
tion of quark matter inside a compact star can produce
an object having a radius larger than its progenitor. We
have shown that this is impossible if the final object is a
hybrid star, i.e. a star with a crust, while it is possible if
a QS is produced, because in the latter case the nuclear
interaction can be strongly attractive overcompensating
the reduction of the gravitational binding energy. Two
practical conditions have been found to understand if it
is possible to form a QS with a radius larger than that of
the progenitor HS: first, if theMb−R relations of the two
branches of stars cross at the point C corresponding to a
baryonic massMC , it is easily seen that if the conversion
involve stars with Mb > MC the radius of the QS con-
figuration is larger than the one of its progenitor. The
opposite is realised if Mb < MC . Both possibilities are
in principle viable. To decide if the generation of a QS
with a larger radius is energetically convenient we con-
sider point D, defined as the intersection of the Mg −R
relations: we have shown that if RC < RD the conversion
to a large QS is exothermic at least for a limited range
of masses above MC .
Let us conclude by comparing the scenarios contain-
ing a strong phase transition among themselves and with
the data. The different possibilities can be classified ac-
cording to two criteria: the content of the second branch
which can be a hybrid star or a QS and the mechanism
triggering the formation of the new object from the pro-
genitor HS. In the literature two mechanisms have been
discussed: one is based on the formation of a droplet
of ”new phase” at the center of the HS as discussed in
Sec.2.4 and on the subsequent expansion of that droplet
till when the burning of hadrons into quarks is completed
[32]; the other is based on the rapid increase in the den-
sity at the center of the HS once the maximum mass of
the hadronic branch is reached: the increase of the cen-
tral density implies that more quark matter is produced
till when the amount of quark matter formed is sufficient
to stabilize again the star. This scenario has been dis-
cussed e.g. in the context of mergers [33]. In Table I we
summarize these possibilities and we indicate crucial ref-
erences where they have been introduced and discussed.
In the table one the entries is empty, the one corre-
sponding to the formation of QSs via the collapse of the
HS. Indeed that possibility has never been discussed and
it is not obvious that the system would not directly col-
6lapse to a Black Hole, but anyway no analysis has ever
been performed on this possibility.
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FIG. 4: Right panel: mass-radius curve of QSs and HSs
(as obtained by using the EoS SFHo-HD) and observational
constraints on the maximum mass of compact stars (as ob-
tained by the analysis on sGRBs [36, 37]) and on the radii
(as obtained from the direct modelling of the X-ray spectra
of PSR J04374715 [36] (1 σ- level), of 4U 1702429 [38](1 σ-
level), of different LMXBs in quiescence [4](1 σ- level) and
from pulse-profile modeling of X-ray data of millisecond pul-
sar PSR J0030+0451 [39] (16% and 84% quantiles in marginal
posterior mass)). We also display the constraints on the ra-
dius of the most massive star in the merger event GW170817
[40] (90% confidence interval). Right panel: mass - tidal de-
formability relation of QSs and observational constraint ob-
tained from GW170817 [40] (90% confidence interval). Here
e0 is set to 170 MeV/fm
3 and it is the only parameter affect-
ing the relations between Mg , R and Λ (n0 instead modifies
the relations between Mg and Mb ).
Concerning the comparison with observational data,
the third-family and the two-families with small QSs
share a similar interpretation of e.g. the mass-radius
data since in both cases the HSs have smaller masses
and larger radii than the QS or the hybrid star in the
new branch. Notice though that, in the third-family sce-
nario, in order to have hybrid stars with small radii the
velocity of sound in quark matter needs to be close to
the velocity of light [6], while this request is not neces-
sary in order to obtain QSs with small radii. These two
schemes are obviously orthogonal to the two-families sce-
nario with large QSs for what concerns the M-R relation,
the behaviour of the tidal deformability and of the mo-
ment of inertia: these differences open the possibility to
distinguish through observations the last scheme from the
previous two. For instance the recent paper of Ref.[41]
puts limits on the third family scenario, derived from the
analysis of NICER observations [39, 42, 43]. Notice that
the main conclusion reached in [41] is that a strong phase
transition can take place only if the hadronic EOS is not
too soft. This result is correct within the third family
scenario, but it does not apply e.g. to the two-families
scenario in which the hadronic EOS is very soft (because
of the production of resonances) and still a strong phase
transition can take place (satisfying both NICER and
GW170817 [18]). In Fig. 4 we show a collection of re-
cent data on masses and radii and how they could be
interpreted within the two-families scenario: notice in
particular that the data from NICER could correspond
either to a HS with a mass of about 1.2M⊙ and a ra-
dius of about 11 km or to a QS with a mass of about
1.4M⊙ and a radius of about 12.5 km, while within the
third-family scenario (or the two-families with small QSs)
the object studied by NICER would necessarily be a HS
with a not too small radius. While the data discussed
in the Figure are in many cases affected by systematics
and even the statistical error is not small it is encour-
aging to notice how a combined analysis can, at least in
principle, provide sufficient information to tightly bound
the parameters of a model and therefore to provide the
possibility to confirm or to invalidate the various inter-
pretative schemes. It is also clear that if eXTP [44] will
be able to measure masses and radii of a few objects with
a precision of the order of 5% the much needed jump in
the quality of the data will finally be achieved.
A second and very direct way to discriminate among
the various schemes of Tab.1 is to analyze what hap-
pens during a merger [45, 46]. In the third-family sce-
nario the production of quarks takes place without any
delay once a critical density is reached and therefore in
a merger the hypermassive configuration, produced by
differentially rotating the quark-rich object, can always
be generated unless the total mass of the merger exceeds
the mass of the hypermassive configuration. Also, the
quark-rich object is more compact than the quark-poor
one and therefore, after that density threshold is reached,
the GW signal has a higher frequency than the one in
the absence of quark deconfinement [33, 47]. The two-
families scenario with larger QSs behaves in a completely
different way. First, the production of quarks is not in-
stantaneous and the combustion of the central region of
the star from hadrons into quarks takes a few millisec-
onds [24, 32, 48, 49]. Therefore if the collapse to black
hole takes place in less than a few milliseconds quarks
cannot be produced and in that situation the mass of
the hypermassive configuration is based on the HS and
not on the QS and it is therefore significantly smaller
than in the cases in which the maximum mass of the
HS can reach 2M⊙. This implies that in the case of a
HS-HS merger the post-merger object can directly col-
lapse to a black-hole even for total masses smaller than
the one of GW170817 (that in the two-families scenario
was the merger of a HS with a QS) [14, 17]. Notice that
the two-families scenario with smaller QSs [30] does not
predict this possibility because, even though quark de-
confinement is not instantaneous also there, if quarks are
not produced the newly formed object made of hadrons is
not soft and its maximum non-rotating mass can reach or
7exceed 2M⊙ (and the same argument applies to the case
in which hybrid stars are produced by quark nucleation).
Finally, only in the two-families scenario with larger QSs
the GW signal has a lower frequency once quarks have de-
confined [17, 50]. These two features of the two-families
scenario with large radii of the QSs are therefore char-
acterizing that scheme from all the others and they can
be tested by a combined GW and EM analysis of future
events.
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